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… requires complex interactions 
external software packages
(ex: WinBUGS, MATLAB, Maxima, 
… uses proprietary data sources
(ex: real-time currency exchange rates)





… does not have the version of 
program requires (ex: it may require v14 and 
they may only have v12
… does not have Stata
common in some fields
… does not have a PC, but may have a 
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a general-purpose programming language 
in web applications.
Ex: Java, C / C++, C#, 
Ruby,  etc
/ Mata program into 
used 





a general-purpose programming language 
in web applications.
Ex: Java, C / C++, C#, 
Ruby,  etc
- Few numerical libraries
- May not have the same functions
- Functions may 
in the same way
-- subtle errors
-- numerical precision issues
-- performance issues
/ Mata program into 
used 
ASP.net + VB.net, Python, 







/ Mata program into 







- Still requires a 
in most cases 
- Again, functions may 
in the same way
- RShiny is a nice alternative but the free 
version only supports 
/ Mata program into 
or SAS Stored Process Web 
laborious translation




Use a slightly modified version of your 
Your program
existing Stata
Stata is a registered trademark of StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA, 
and the Stata logo is used with the permission of StataCorp.
program in a web application.
How?
Option 3:
Use a slightly modified version of your 
Your program
existing Stata
-- In this presentation, we will see how to build a 
web application/web service 
program, with 
Stata/IC, Stata
-- Very similar techniques can be used with 
Numerics for 
Stata is a registered trademark of StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA, 
and the Stata logo is used with the permission of StataCorp.
program in a web application.
using your Stata




Program core: Stata + Mata
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Program core: Stata + Mata









Other languages may also be used:
- Java (servlets, JSPs)
- Python
- ASP / ASP.net + C# / VB.net




Other web servers, application containers and 









It should be possible to do this on 
operating system that supports 
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Our web application will execute:
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
(Stata User’s Guide, section [
/q /e  do “commands.do”
B.5])
Calling Stata
Our web application will execute:
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
We’ll previously write our commands 




Our web application will execute:
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
cd <path_to_temp_folder>











(PHP / Java / 
ASP.net + C# / etc…)






Stata IC / SE / MP
Calling Stata
Problem: modern versions of 
work if called directly from a web server 
(SYSTEM user).




Stata IC / SE / MP
Calling Stata
Problem: modern versions of 
work if called directly from a web server 
(SYSTEM user).
Solution: wrapper  + user impersonation
Wrapper library
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(PHP / Java / 











Stata IC / SE / MP
Getting a response from 
Our web application will execute:
cd <path_to_web_folder>/img
<path_to_Stata>/Stata.exe
We’ll previously write our commands 
Example:
sysuse auto
histogram price, normal saving(graph01, replace)
graph export graph01.png, replace




/q /e  do “commands.do”
here






























Getting a response from Stata
Basic security
SQL injection attack:
'; DROP TABLE users;
Basic security
Prevent “Stata injection” 
--Limited, sanitized inputs, 
Ideally, no free text fields on the web interface
--Avoid or restrict shell(), 




Bad practice Better practice
Basic security
Prevent “Stata injection” 
--Limited, sanitized inputs, 
Ideally, no free text fields on the web interface
--Avoid or restrict shell(), 




Bad practice Better practice
Basic security
Bad practice
It’s even better to avoid 
dynamic shell() commands
if Stata is executed 
Better practice
through a web interface
Implementation 
examples
Web interface for 
Studying coincidences with network analysis 
and other multivariate tools











Web interface for 
A general-purpose nomogram
predictive logistic regression models






In the web implementation, we must add a tab for loading the 
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